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Toad Face
The influence of the Far East continued to shape The Time Warrior
at script stage. It’s not clear from ‘For the Attention’ what sort of
Earth creatures the Sontarans most resemble, only that their body
has more natural outward protection than human beings, and that
they are contrasted with the ‘hominids’ who are the dominant
species on Earth. The rehearsal script for episode 1 describes Linx
removing his helmet to reveal a ‘hideous toad-like alien face’. The
scene was written up after the fact; by the time rehearsals at Acton
began on 16 May 1973, the sequence had already been filmed at
Peckforton Castle. However, the toad comparison carries through
into dialogue. The rehearsal script for episode 3 sees Irongron call
Linx a ‘little toad’ (twice), ‘toad-face’, ‘good toadface’, ‘good toad’
but also a ‘little owl’; in episode 4 he is ‘a scabby-faced stoat’, ‘you
foul beetle, you cock-roach, you bed louse’, but also (when good
relations between the two have been restored) ‘old toad’ and again
‘good toad’ when he expresses his disbelief that Linx will leave. In
contrasting himself with Linx, Irongron says he is ‘not an owl’, but
then after Linx leaves describes him as ‘a toad at heart’. He also
mocks Linx for having ‘great feet’ which he couldn’t imagine on a
scaling ladder.
The overall impression is that Linx largely resembles a toad but has
some features which are bird-like or rodent-like. The qualities are
those a writer might attribute to a species adapted to amphibious
and airborne warfare, which characterised much of the Second
World War in south-east Asia. There, the Indian and Pacific oceans
were theatres of war and adaptability to both sea and land was
crucial. The same was true in the Vietnam War. The largely
amphibious, owl-like, nocturnal Linx, whether by accident or
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design, is a projection of what evolution, if given a free if somewhat
literal hand, might make of the imperial powers competing in South
East Asia. In March 1973, while Holmes was writing the story, US
President Richard M Nixon suspended the withdrawal of American
troops from Vietnam. There seemed every possibility that the war
would drag on despite Nixon’s promise to end American
involvement.
As Irongron calls Linx a ‘little toad’, the Doctor describes the
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Sontaran to Sarah as ‘nasty, brutish and short’ . This quotation
comes to The Time Warrior from Leviathan (1651), the principal
work of the 17th-century English political philosopher Thomas
Hobbes, specifically Part One, Chapter 13, ‘Of the Natural Condition
of Mankind as Concerning their Felicity and Misery’. Within this
chapter Hobbes discussed competition between men, that war
arose when there was no ‘common power’ to overawe them and
keep the peace, and in a state of war life was ‘solitary, poor, nasty,
brutish, and short’. On the one hand, this is a summary of the
situation of the story, for with the king absent with most of the
fighting men – those troops who are ‘all at the wars’, as Irongron
tells Linx – there is nothing to stop Irongron overthrowing Sir
Edward but discipline, manpower, weaponry and opportunity. In its
immediate context, though, the script is confirming that Linx is of
smaller than average (male) human height. To the British forces of
the Far East campaign, one nickname for the Japanese was the
‘little men’, a description rooted in decades of nervous clutching at
notions of white European superiority over complex Asian
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Episode 3. (Unless otherwise indicated, all episodic quotes are
from The Time Warrior.)
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civilisations . ‘Warlike’ was an adjective routinely attributed to the
Japanese by the early 20th century, and little opportunity is lost by
‘For the Attention’ or the script of The Time Warrior to emphasise
the Sontarans’ militarism.
There is evidence for Japanese influence on how the script
envisaged Linx’s appearance. In episode 1, Linx’s entry into scene 12
– his return to Irongron’s great hall, where he volunteers to take
over the interrogation of Sir Edward’s messenger Eric – is ‘A squat
broad figure encased in black armour appears in the door’ – and
while Irongron (at least, in the rehearsal script) hails him as ‘A
parfait gentil knight!’ the description might suggest less Geoffrey
Chaucer’s Knight from The Canterbury Tales (c1400) than a Samurai
warrior. The first Japanese armour known to have reached Britain
was the suit presented to James VI and I in 1613 on behalf of
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Shogun Tokugawa Hidetada . This largely dark red and black suit
had been restored for display at the Tower of London in 1972,
although it does not seem to have attracted media attention.
Another, darker suit is held by the British Museum. If the script is
drawing on the impression these made, that impression is
immediately contrasted with Irongron’s (probable) anticipation of
Chaucer (who wrote after the likely date of the serial’s setting) to
set up the culture clash between Irongron and Linx and their
differing attitudes to war, hospitality and service. The past is
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This stereotype was present in both peace and war. Japanese staff
at the Japan-British exhibition of 1910 were described in the Daily
Express, 29 April 1910, as ‘the three hundred […] little Japanese
men who are working for the honour of Japan at Shepherd’s Bush’
See Mutsu, Hirokichi, ed, The British Press and the Japan-British
Exhibition of 1910 p47.
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‘Armour – Domaru’ (1570), Royal Armouries website.
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contested between Irongron’s acquisitive, casual basis for military
expeditions and Linx’s highly theoretical and dogmatic militarism. In
this sense The Time Warrior recollects British myths about imperial
expansion – acquiring Empire in ‘a fit of absence of mind’ while
concentrating on trade and on European rather than world
diplomacy – contrasted with the systematic conquest associated
with Britain’s imperial enemies, especially her rivals from the late
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19th century onwards, Germany and Japan .
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The oft-quoted ‘fit of absence of mind’ stems from Seeley, JC, The
Expansion of England (1883), p9. Seeley’s work was an early
exploration of the tensions between the 19th-century conception
of the nation state and empire, between the ideals of ‘Liberty!
Democracy!’ and control of other countries by another, and the
absence of a world outlook in most people in Great Britain which
failed to appreciate the many facets of empire.
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